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Abstract 
 

Neuronally co-expressed ELAV/Hu proteins comprise a family of highly related RNA binding 

proteins, which bind to very similar cognate sequences. How this redundancy is linked to in vivo 

function and how gene specific regulation is achieved, has not been clear. Analysis of mutants in 

Drosophila ELAV/Hu family proteins ELAV, FNE and RBP9, and genetic interactions among 

them, indicates mostly independent roles in neuronal development and function, but convergence 

in the regulation of synaptic plasticity. Conversely, ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and human HuR bind 

ELAV target RNA in vitro with similar affinity. Likewise, all can regulate alternative splicing of 

ELAV target genes in non-neuronal wing-disc cells and substitute ELAV in eye development 

with artificially increased expression, but can also substantially restore ELAV’s biological 

functions, when expressed under the control of the elav gene. Furthermore, ELAV related Sex-

lethal can regulate ELAV targets and ELAV/Hu proteins can interfere with sexual 

differentiation. An ancient relationship to Sex-lethal is revealed by gonadal expression of RBP9 

providing a maternal failsafe for dosage compensation. Our results indicate that highly related 

ELAV/Hu RNA binding proteins select targets for mRNA processing based on expression levels 

and sub-cellular localization, but only minimally by altered RNA binding specificity.  
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Introduction 

 

RNA binding proteins (RBPs) are key regulators of gene expression. Through regulation of 

alternative splicing and polyadenylation, they expand the proteome and control spatio-temporal 

expression by affecting mRNA transport, turn-over, localization and translatability (16, 25). In 

the brain, alternative mRNA processing is particularly abundant and substantially contributes to 

the complexity of this organ (12, 56). Many RBPs comprise highly related gene families, but 

they seem to discriminate only marginally between short cognate binding sequences (46). 

Although redundancy can be evolutionary stable over extended periods of time (24), it is not 

clear if highly related RBPs act redundantly in vivo regulating mostly the same genes in the same 

biological process, or if they have diverged such that they regulate genes involved in different 

biological processes. Detailed analysis of the functions of highly related RBPs in animal models 

is required to decipher the underlying mechanisms how highly related RBPs achieve target 

specificity.  

ELAV (Embryonic Lethal Abnormal Visual system)/Hu proteins comprise a family of 

RBPs broadly co-expressed in the nervous system and widely used neuronal markers (22, 59). 

ELAV/Hu proteins are proto-type RBPs, which harbor three highly conserved RNA Recognition 

Motifs (RRMs), whereby the first two RRMs are arranged in tandem and the third RRM is 

separated by a less conserved hinge region. Humans have four ELAV/Hu genes (HuB, HuC, HuD 

and HuR), while Drosophila has three (elav, fne and Rbp9), which derive from a common 

ancestor, but have duplicated independently in vertebrates and arthropods (51). In mice, all Hu 

proteins are expressed in largely overlapping patterns in mature neurons (39). In addition, HuB is 

also expressed in gonads and HuR is ubiquitous. Expression of ELAV and FNE in Drosophila 
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starts with the birth of neurons, while RBP9 is first detected in late larval neurons (27, 52, 73). 

RBP9 is also expressed in gonads. The closest relative of ELAV family proteins in flies is Sex-

lethal (Sxl), the master regulator of sexual differentiation and dosage compensation (54). 

Due to its nuclear localization, the founding member of the ELAV/Hu family of RBPs, 

Drosophila ELAV, has initially been associated with gene-specific regulation of alternative 

splicing and polyadenylation, but can also regulate mRNA stability (30, 32, 37, 48, 55, 60, 64). 

Human Hu RBPs have on the contrary mostly been associated with regulating stability of 

mRNAs, their localization and translatability, but were recently also shown to regulate 

alternative pre-mRNA processing (2, 5, 23, 35, 38, 68, 75, 76). Although ELAV/Hu family RBPs 

bind to short, uridine-rich motives, which are ubiquitously found in introns and untranslated 

regions, they seem to have a complement of dedicated target genes (23, 35, 38, 68) and their 

activities are not restricted to a specific process in the life of an mRNA (59). Since ELAV/Hu 

RBPs can shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm (15), they likely also exert gene-specific 

functions depending on cellular localization.  

Although ELAV family RBPs are broadly co-expressed in the brain of Drosophila, initial 

characterization of mutants of individual elav family genes revealed a number of distinct 

developmental and behavioral phenotypes. elav is required for axonal targeting in the embryonic 

central nervous system (CNS), synaptic growth, photoreceptor survival and neuronal migration 

in the optic lobe (8, 19, 55), and fne for mushroom body development and male courtship 

performance (74), while Rbp9 supports blood brain barrier integrity and extended life span of 

flies (26, 66). Since these phenotypes have not comprehensively been analysed in mutants of all 

elav family genes, or in combinations thereof, it has not been clear, if and to what extent they 

have overlapping functions. Our results indicate that ELAV family RBPs in Drosophila exert 
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specific functions in the development, maintenance and functioning of the nervous system, but 

that they converge in the regulation of synaptic growth in ELAV and FNE/RBP9 independent 

pathways. Intriguingly, however, FNE, RBP9, human Hu RBPs and closely related Sxl, can 

regulate alternative splicing of ELAV target genes in non-neuronal wing disc cells, and all 

ELAV’s can direct eye development by GAL4/UAS mediated artificially increased expression. 

When placed under the control of the elav promoter and UTRs, they can substitute for ELAV 

function at an organismal level. ELAV/Hu RBPs can also interfere with sexual differentiation 

and an ancient relationship to Sxl is revealed by gonadal expression of RBP9 providing a 

maternal failsafe for dosage compensation by the male-specific lethal (MSL) complex. Since 

ELAV/Hu RBPs bind RNA rather in discriminatively and can substantially rescue elav mutants 

under the regulatory control of the elav gene, these results indicate that selection of target genes 

is mainly achieved through alteration of expression levels and sub-cellular localization, but only 

marginally by altered RNA binding specificity.   
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Materials and Methods 

 

Fly genetics and recombinant DNA technology 

Fly breeding, genetics and recombinant DNA technology were done according to standard 

procedures as described (61). The fne null allele, fne∆, was generated by FLP/FRT mediated 

recombination between the following two transposon insertion lines, PBac{WH}fnef06439 and 

PBac{WH} hecf06077 (Supplemental Fig S2) (41, 63). Whole eye clones of elave5 null allele were 

generated as described (62) using an elave5 w FRT19B chromosome. Larvae and adult animals 

were obtained by using the elavts1 temperature-sensitive allele transheterozygous with elave5 and 

reared at the permissive temperature (18º C) for 3 days and then shifted to the restrictive 

temperature (25º C). To avoid unrelated effects from the genetic background of homozygously 

viable alleles, they were out-crossed to a lethal allele in the case of elav, or to small 

chromosomal deficiences Df(1)ED7165 for fne or Df(2L)ED206 for Rbp9. Further details about 

mutant alleles and gene expression patterns can be found in Flybase (www.flybase.org). 

Transgenic flies were obtained by phiC31 mediated transformation as described (17) using 

landing sites at 57F (RBP9 genomic construct, PBac{y+-attP-3B}VK22), 76A (UAS constructs, 

PBac{y+-attP-3B}VK00002) and 55C (genomic rescue constructs, P{y[+t7.7]=CaryP}attP1). 

The additional UASHAelav construct was inserted in 86F (M{3xP3-RFP.attP'}ZH-86Fa). The 

3xmyc epitope-tag was cloned into Pacman CH322-140N12, which contains a genomic fragment 

encompassing the entire Rbp9 gene, by using the two BamHI sites harbored in the beginning of 

the N-terminal auxillary domain of Rbp9 generating the following sequence 

(AGCACCACCGGATCaggagaacaaaaattaatttcagaagaagacttaagtactgagcagaagctaataagcgaggagga 
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tctatccggagaacaaaaattaatttcagaagaagacTTACCGGCTACGGCC). The genomic region of the fne gene 

was obtained by PCR amplification of a modified pUC containing an attB site for integration and a 

GFP marker for identification of transgenic flies using primers pUC P fne F 

(cccgaaagtgaaagtgaagcgattttgcgacgcctcccgaagctacacccgaaaatcaacttccaacGACAGAATTCGAG 

TTCAAGAAGAAGGCG) and pUC P 3xP3 fne R 

(ccttggaataccaaatgtcaactttggttcaaggccaccagcagtcggtggaagacttccaccaagacgtcCCGGCGGCC 

GCGTCTAGATAACTTCG), and then retrieval from the Bac clone RP98-39D14 by 

recombineering according to the manufactorers protocol (Genebridges). A 2x hemaglutinin (HA) 

tag was then inserted using NcoI and BamHI sites into the N-term of FNE generating the 

following sequence 

(ACCAACGCCATGgcaagtacttacccctacgacgtgcccgactacgcccagggaagttacccctacgacgtgcccgacta 

cgccgATATTGTGAAGA). UAS constructs were generated by cloning the open reading frames 

(ORF) into pUASTMSattB, which contains a modified polylinker and an attB site inserted 

between the BamHI and SphI sites before the UAS promoter, and an SV40 trailer. In addition, a 

29 nt translation initiation site from the adh gene 

(gaattcgagatctaaagagcctgctaaagcaaaaaagaagtcacc), followed by the following start sequence 

(atgtcgaccggctcgagc) and a 2x hemaglutinin (HA) tag were introduced before the ORF and 60 

nts of the elav UTR following the stop codon were also added to UASHAelav constructs, but 

these 60 nts were omitted from other UAS constructs. To generate the UASHAfne, UASHARBP9 

and UASHAHu constructs the elav ORF was swapped using flanking HindIII and XbaI sites, and 

an additional SphI site in the vector to set up a three-way ligation. To express Sxl and Halfpipe 

(Hfp), UAS transgenes on the 2nd and 3rd chromosomes, and for B52 on the 2nd chromosome were 

used (33, 45, 53). Genomic rescue constructs were cloned into a modified pCaSpR containing the 
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elav promoter (19) and modified to start with the ATG after exon 2 of elav. An HA tag was 

inserted in frame after amino acid nine of elav flanked by a EcoRI and SgrAI sites 

(attccaTACCCCTACGACGTGCCCGACTACGCCgcc), followed by the ORF starting with the 

first aa after the ATG, an AscI site generated by transformation of the sequence after the stop 

codon, 1176 nts of the elav 3’UTR including the NheI site and an attB site. For the 

elavNLSHARBP9 construct, an NLS sequence 

(ggcGTGAGCCGCAAGCGCCCCCGCCCCGGCcca) was inserted after amino acid eight of 

elav before the HA tag using EcoRI and SgrAI sites (72). The eFVGU construct was generated 

by swapping the ewg ORF and UTR as in eFeG (19) with the elav ORF and UTR as described 

above using the NheI and EcoRI sites in eFeG. 

 

EMSAs, RT-PCR, protein and Western analysis, antibody stainings and histology 

Production of recombinant proteins, 32P labeled in vitro transcripts and EMSAs were done as 

described (61). RNA extraction and RT-PCR was done as described (61). Polyacrylamide gels 

were dried, exposed to phosphoimager screens (BioRad) and quantified with QuantityOne 

(BioRad). cDNAs from ewg transcripts were amplified with primers ewg4F and ewg5R, ewg6F 

and ewg6R, from nrg using primers nrg2F, nrg2S and nrg3L, and from arm using primers armF 

and armR (31, 60). Protein gels and Western analysis were done according to standard protocols 

as described (Soller 2005) using rat anti-ELAV antibody (MAb 7E8A10, DHSB, 1:250), rat anti-

HA antibody (3F10, Roche, 1:50) and mouse anti-alpha-tubulin (Sigma, 1;100,000). In situ 

antibody stainings were done as described (19), using rat anti-HA (MAb 3F10, Roche, 1:20), 

mouse anti-elav (MAb 7D, DHSB, 1:20, which recognizes 7 aa unique to ELAV, (36)), mouse 

anti FasII (1D4, DHSB, 1:100), MAb BP102 (DHSB, 1:20), anti-GFP (Molecular probes, 1:500) 
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and visualized with Alexa488- and/or Alexa647-coupled secondary antibodies (Molecular 

probes, 1:250), or by diaminobezidine staining (1 mg/ml) in the presence of 0.01 % H2O2 using 

horseradish peroxidase coupled secondary antibodies (Sigma, 1:10,000). DAPI was used at 1 

µg/ml. Paraffin sections were done as described (57).  

For quantification of antibody stainings in wing imaginal discs, the full width of at least four 

discs per genotype were scanned and fluorescence intensity quantification was done on the 

average Z-series projection of the stack in ImageJ, as previously described by (65). 

For imaging of larval and adult brains confocal Z stacks were taken using the 40x objective lens 

on a Leica SP5/SP2 at multiple positions to ensure the complete capture of the imaged brain with 

sufficient spatial overlap in between each position. The number of Z stacks and acquisition 

settings were kept constant for each brain that was being imaged. The average intensity overlay 

from the stacks was stitched together using the FIJI 2D stitching plugin using ImageJ (43).  

 

Behavioral analysis, longevity and statistics 

Negative geotaxis assay was performed as described (11). Briefly, 20 adult flies per genotype 

were anesthetized with CO2, placed in a bottom closed 25 ml plastic pipette and left to recover 

for 30 minutes. Flies were tapped to the bottom of the column and left to climb up for 45 sec. 

The number of flies that climbed above the 25 ml mark (ntop) and the ones remaining below the 2 

ml (nbottom) were recorded. Recovery time between repeats was 1 minute. A performance index 

(PI) was calculated as follows: PI = 0.5 x (ntotal + ntop – nbottom)/ ntotal. Statistical analysis was done 

by ANOVA followed by planned pairwise comparisons using Fisher’s protected least 

significance difference using StatView. 
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For the analysis of longevity, 60 flies per genotype were aged for 60 days in groups of 20 per 

vial without live yeast. Viable flies were transferred to fresh food media every three-five days 

and dead flies were recorded. 
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Results 

 

Highly related and co-expressed Drosophila ELAV family RNA binding proteins exert 

distinct biological functions, but converge in the regulation of synaptic growth 

Drosophila ELAV family RBPs are neuronally co-expressed and are highly homologous 

in their RNA binding domains ranging in similarity from 90-93% in RRM1, 76-90% in RRM2 

and 90-98% in RRM3 (Supplemental Table S1). Compared to human Hu RBPs they share 84-

91%, 76-82% and 84-90% similarity in RRMs 1-3, respectively. Although expression patterns of 

ELAV, FNE and RBP9 had been determined individually, there is only limited information 

about their overlapping expression (27, 52). Since we were unable to obtain highly specific 

antibodies for FNE and RBP9, we generated epitope-tagged genomic constructs to assess their 

co-expression. Analysis of the expression from these constructs in transgenic flies and 

comparison with the expression pattern of ELAV revealed that FNE and ELAV, as well as RBP9 

and ELAV are co-expressed in all neurons in the adult brain (Supplemental Fig S1). ELAV is 

mostly nuclear, FNE about equally distributed between nucleus and cytoplasm, and RBP9 is 

mostly cytoplasmic (Supplemental Fig S1). To determine the extent of highly homologous 

ELAV family RBPs in acting redundantly in Drosophila, we analyzed mutants of elav (elave5 

null and elavts1 temperature-sensitive alleles, (73)), fne (null allele, Supplemental Fig S2) and 

Rbp9 (Rbp9P2690 null allele, (28), and combinations thereof for developmental and behavioral 

phenotypes assigned to one of the ELAV family gene in mutants of the other two (Figs 1A-AD) 

(8, 19, 26, 55, 66, 74). 

The elave5 null mutant is embryonic lethal, while fne∆ and Rbp9P2690 null mutants, or fne∆; 

Rbp9P2690 double mutants are viable. Raising elav temperature-sensitive mutants (elave5/elavts1) 
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during embryogenesis at the permissive temperature renders them weakly adult viable (23 %). 

Double mutants of elave5/elavts1 with either fne∆ or Rbp9P2690 results in larval/pupal lethality and 

triple mutants are embryonic lethal. Mutants of elave5 exert defects in axonal wiring during 

embryonic nervous system development resulting in irregular positioning of neuromeres and 

thinning of commissures and connectives, but this phenotype does not worsen in elave5 fne∆ 

double null or elave5 fne∆; Rbp9P2690 triple null mutant combination (Figs 1A-D) arguing for a 

unique function of elav in this process.  

Next, we analyzed elav family mutants and combinations for defects in synaptic growth 

at third instar neuromuscular junctions (NMJs, Figs 1E-L). Here, a strong reduction in the 

number of synaptic connections is observed in elave5/elavts1 mutants, which does not significantly 

decrease in the absence of fne and Rbp9 (Figs 1I, 1J and 1L). Mutants of fne∆ and Rbp9P2690 have 

a slightly reduced and slightly increased numbers of synaptic boutons, respectively, but 

strikingly, fne∆; Rbp9P2690 double mutants show a dramatic reduction of synaptic connections 

suggesting that they act in the same pathway (Figs 1K and 1L). The lack of genetic interactions 

of elav with fne and Rbp9 further suggests that they regulate synaptic growth independently. 

For the development of adult mushroom bodies, fne is required for restricting axonal 

extension of the beta lobe (74), but this phenotype was not observed in elave5 or Rbp9P2690, and 

did not get worse in fne∆; Rbp9P2690 double mutants (Figs 1M-Q) indicating a unique function of 

fne in this process.  

During pupal development, elav is required for rotation of the medula, and in adult flies 

for maintenance of photoreceptor and central brain neurons (Figs 1R-AB, (8). These phenotypes 

were not observed in fne∆, Rbp9P2690 and fne∆; Rbp9P2690, except for occasional vacuolizations 

observed in the lamina of fne∆; Rbp9P2690 double mutants (10 out of 12). Furthermore, 
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elave5/elavts1 mutants had a much more dramatically reduced lifespan than fne∆, Rbp9P2690 and 

fne∆; Rbp9P2690 mutants (Fig 1AC), but the lack of a genetic interaction between fne and Rbp9 

suggests non-overlapping functions. Similarly, adult locomotion as assayed with a negative 

geotaxis assay was impaired in an age-dependent manner in Rbp9P2690, but not in fne∆ (Fig 1AD) 

eluding overlapping functions. In contrast, elave5/elavts1 mutants showed much more reduced 

locomotion and were also ataxic (Fig 1AD). 

Taken together, individual ELAV family genes have mostly distinct roles during neuronal 

development, maintenance and function shown by the absence of genetic interactions, but 

convergence in the regulation of synaptic plasticity. 

 

Alternative splicing of known ELAV targets is unaffected in fne∆; Rbp9P2690 null mutants 

The major target of ELAV, ewg, has a prominent function in regulating synaptic growth 

at third instar NMJs (18, 19). Since FNE and RBP9 also affect this process, we wondered if FNE 

and RBP9 regulate alternative splicing of the ELAV target genes ewg, nrg and arm in a subset of 

Drosophila neurons. Although in the absence of ELAV, the neuronal isoforms of these genes are 

completely absent in photoreceptor neurons (32, 58), this analysis has not been comprehensively 

extended to all parts of the brain leaving the possibility that FNE and/or RBP9 could assist or 

substitute ELAV in the regulation of these genes. No obvious reduction in the neuronal isoform 

of these three genes was detected in fne; Rbp9 double mutants by RT-PCR from adult brains (Fig 

2A). Potentially, loss of FNE and RBP9 could affect alternative splicing only in a few cells in the 

brain, which would not be detected by RT-PCR. To visualize alternative splicing at a cellular 

resolution, we used a nrg GFP reporter (UNGA, (64), Fig 2B) which is ELAV-dependent (Fig 

2Cand D). In the absence of FNE and RBP9, all neurons expressing ELAV also alternatively 
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splice the nrg GFP reporter UNGA in larval photoreceptor neurons, and in larval and adult brains 

(Fig 2E-I), which was also observed in photoreceptor neurons and larval brains of individual 

mutants of fne or Rbp9 (Supplemental Fig S3).  

 

Recombinant FNE, RBP9 and HuR bind to ELAV target RNA with similar affinities 

Next, we determined the RNA binding specificity of ELAV family members in vitro 

using the well-characterized ELAV binding sequence in the ewg gene (pA-I), which comprises 

135 bp (17, 60, 61). For these binding experiments, we generated recombinant proteins in E. coli 

for ELAV, FNE and RBP9, but also for human HuR, because it is functionally closest to ELAV 

family proteins in Drosophila (Fig 3A, Supplemental Fig S4 and Supplemental Table 1). 

Surprisingly, all proteins bound ewg pA-I RNA in a narrow affinity range and also co-

operatively formed multimeric complexes similar to ELAV in electrophoretic mobility shift 

assays (EMSA, Figs 3B and C). Multimeric complexes of rFNE and rHuR assembled on pA-I 

RNA run faster in accordance with their size (Figs 3A and B), which has previously been 

observed with the N-terminally truncated form of ELAV, RBD60 (73). Binding constants for 

rELAV, rFNE, rRBP9 and rHuR were 22 nM, 47 nM, 23 nM and 49 nM, respectively (Fig 3C). 

 

FNE, RBP9 and Hu proteins can regulate alternative splicing of ELAV target genes  

Expression of ELAV in non-neuronal wing discs results in neuronal splicing of ELAV 

target genes (32). Since recombinant FNE, RBP9 and HuR bound ELAV target RNA with 

similar affinities, we wanted to know if they could also regulate elav target genes when 

expressed in wing discs. ELAV family RBPs were expressed from hemaglutinin-tagged (HA) 

UAS transgenes (Fig 4A). Expression in non-neuronal wing-disc tissue using dppGAL4 results in 
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neuronal splicing of ewg, nrg and arm using RT-PCR or the UNGA reporter, respectively (Figs 

4B and 4C-G). The more distantly related poly-U RBP Halfpipe (Hfp) or the SR protein B52 did 

not induce alternative splicing of the nrg reporter UNGA (Figs 4H and I). Consistent with a role 

in alternative splicing regulation, ELAV and HuR predominantly localize to the nucleus. FNE 

showed no distinct localization, while RBP9 was predominantly present in the cytoplasm (Figs 

4J-M). Expression of HuB and HuC from UAS transgenes with dppGAL4 promoted neuron-

specific splicing of UNGA (Supplemental Figure S4), but HuD was not detectable and did not 

induce GFP expression, although expression with elavGAL4c155 resulted in lethality. Since 

expression of HuB and HuC was also undetectable or resulted in lethality with some neuronal 

GAL4 drivers, we focused on HuR. 

Ectopic expression of all ELAV/Hu family RBPs in non-neuronal wing discs induced 

neuron-specific alternative splicing of the known ELAV targets and they behaved 

indiscriminately likely due to expression levels saturating for UNGA regulation (Fig 4T, 25ºC). 

To reduce concentrations of ELAV/Hu RBPs a temperature-sensitive inhibitor of GAL4 

expressed under a UAS promoter, UASGAL80ts, was used. This genetic configuration resulted in 

reduced expression of ELAV and concomitant neuronal alternative splicing of the UNGA 

reporter at 25ºC (Figs 4N-T). At this temperature, FNE and RBP were not able to induce the 

UNGA reporter, while induction by HuR was comparable to ELAV (Figs 4O, S and T) indeed 

revealing different thresholds in vivo. 

 

FNE, RBP9 and Hu proteins can partially substitute ELAV in eye development 

Since FNE, RBP9 and HuR can regulate alternative splicing of ELAV target genes we wanted to 

know whether they could substitute ELAV in eye development, as broader expression interferes 
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with organismal viability. For this experiment, we used an elav flip-out rescue construct, 

eFVGU, where the ELAV ORF is flanked with FRT sites followed by GAL4 leading to 

artificially increased expression. When elav is removed with eyflp in the eye-primordium, GAL4 

will be expressed, which can then drive UAS transgenes (Fig 5A). In the absence of ELAV only 

a tiny eye developed (Figs 5B-D). In contrast, the presence of ELAV, FNE, RBP9 or HuR, but 

not ELAV’s closest relative Sex-lethal (Sxl), rescued eye development substantially (Figs 5E-P). 

Pan-neural expression of ELAV with the GAL4 UAS system, however, was unable to rescue 

viability of elav null mutants. 

 

FNE, RBP9 and HuR rescue ELAV function under endogenous control of the elav gene 

Mutants of ELAV family RBPs in Drosophila show distinct phenotypes, but the proteins 

showed little discrimination at the level of RNA binding or ELAV target gene regulation, when 

overexpressed. We therefore reasoned that distinct functions of these proteins are tightly linked 

to their expression levels. Indeed, during embryogenesis and larval life, ELAV is the dominantly 

expressed ELAV family protein. In contrast, FNE and RBP9 expression is high during pupal 

development and RBP9 shows predominant expression in adults (Supplemental Fig S5). Since 

the GAL4/UAS system leads to increased and also delayed expression we wanted to more 

accurately test if distinct functions depend on expression levels. Therefore, we exchanged the 

ELAV ORF in an HA-tagged elav rescue construct harboring its UTRs with the ORFs coding for 

FNE, RBP9 and HuR (Fig 6A) and inserted these constructs into the same genomic locus 

resulting in the same expression levels. Expression of RBP9 and HuR in these transgenic flies 

was comparable with expression of ELAV, while FNE seems to be less stable (Fig 6B). The 

elavHAELAV transgene rescued viability of the strong hypomorphic allele elavts1 (Fig 6C). 
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Strong rescue was also obtained with elavHAHuR, while elavHARBP9 and elavHAFNE rescued 

less good. Although only the elavHAHuR transgene showed a marginal rescue of the elave5 null 

allele (5 % with two copies, n=100), all four transgenes rescued synaptic growth defects when 

elave5/elavts1 animals were raised at the permissive temperature during embryonic development 

(Fig 6D). Since RBP9 rescued less than HuR, cellular localization could be the reason for this. 

RBP9 localized predominantly to the cytoplasm, while HuR was predominantly nuclear and FNE 

was equally present in the nucleus and cytoplasm (Figs 6E-P). When RBP9 was targeted to the 

nucleus by including an NLS in the transgene (Fig 6Q), the elavNLSHARBP9 transgene rescued 

elavts1 comparably to elavHAELAV (Fig 6C), but did not rescue the elave5 null allele (n=498). 

Accordingly, nuclear localization is increased in all neurons. In a subset of neurons, however, 

NLSRBP9 was predominantly nuclear, while ELAV became cytoplasmic (Figs 6Q-S). 

 

ELAV related Sxl can regulate alternative splicing of ELAV target genes and ELAV can 

interfere with sexual differentiation 

The closest relative of ELAV family RBPs in flies is Sxl, which is the master regulator of 

sex determination and dosage compensation in Drosophila, but a neuronal protein in other 

Diptera (3, 49). Sxl has 63% and 64% similarity in RRM1 and RRM2, respectively 

(Supplemental Table S1), but does not have the third RRM implicated in multimerization, 

although multiple Sxl proteins bind co-operatively to target RNA (65, 71). We therefore asked, if 

Sxl can induce neuron-specific alternative splicing of the UNGA reporter in wing discs. Indeed, 

Sxl also induced neuron-specific alternative splicing of the UNGA reporter in wing discs (Figs 

7A-C). Since Sxl is able to substitute ELAV, we next tested if ELAV/Hu family RBPs can 

interfere with Sxl’s role in sexual differentiation. For this experiment, ELAV/Hu family RBPs 
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(ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR) were expressed in the pattern of doublesex (dsx), the main 

effector for sexual differentiation (47). Expression of ELAV/Hu family RBPs with dsxGAL4 

yielded pharate adults, which showed no genital differentiation in both sexes and impaired 

development of male sex combs, but male pigmentation was not affected and flies looked 

otherwise normal when dissected from the pupal case (Figs 7D-I). Males expressing Hfp or B52 

in the dsx pattern did not show impaired development of sex-specific features.  

 

Maternal RBP9 provides a failsafe for Sxl mediated dosage compensation 

 When over-expressing ELAV, FNE and RBP9 from UAS transgenes with neuronal 

elavGAL4C155, we noticed pupal lethality of males (Fig 7J). Similarly, over-expression of Sxl also 

resulted in male lethality. FNE and RBP9 over-expression was more effective in killing males 

suggesting that cytoplasmic localization is required for this effect. Accordingly, routing RBP9 to 

the nucleus by including a nuclear localization signal (NLSRBP) relieved sex-specific toxicity 

suggesting interference with Sxl’s role in dosage compensation (Fig 7J, (54). Similarly, males 

were effectively killed when a cytoplasmically localized ELAV derivative was expressed 

(ELAVOH, (72). We therefore reasoned that expression of RBP9 during oogenesis could co-

operate with Sxl in translational suppression of male-specific lethal-2 (msl-2) to prevent dosage 

compensation in the early embryonic stages of female development. Indeed, removing one copy 

of RBP9 during oogenesis in combination with zygotic heterozygosity for Sxl results in female 

lethality (Fig 7K). This effect is of maternal origin, since there is no bias in female numbers in 

the RBP9 stock and the reverse cross did not show female lethality. Also, female lethality was 

prevented in Sxl/+ daughters of Rbp9/CyO mothers, when msl-3, another protein of dosage 

compensation complex (located on the third chromosome) was zygotically removed (104% 
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rescue, n=102). Thus, maternal provision of RBP9 provides a failsafe to prevent dosage 

compensation early in female development. 
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Discussion 

 

Neuronally co-expressed ELAV/Hu family RBPs are like many other RBPs highly conserved 

and show little discrimination in binding short U-rich motifs in vitro (46). Similar results were 

obtained for Drosophila ELAV proteins (ELAV, FNE and RBP9) as well as for human HuR 

when using the extended ELAV binding site in the ewg gene. In this ELAV target RNA, a 

number of short U-rich motifs are interspersed along the 135 nt binding site, but they do not have 

a fixed position eluding RNA secondary structure to contribute to target selectivity (17, 60, 61). 

Likewise, when artificially expressed in non-neuronal larval wing disc cells or during eye 

development, ELAV/Hu proteins can regulate neuron-specific splicing of ELAV target genes 

and substitute for ELAV in eye development. The capacity to induce neuron-specific splicing 

events resides in a very narrow concentration range whereby ELAV has only a slightly lower 

threshold. Accordingly, exchanging the ELAV ORF with other ELAV/Hu RBPs in the elav gene 

can substantially substitute for ELAV function in transgenic Drosophila, but also requires 

nuclear localization. 

 

Concentration and localization of ELAV/Hu family proteins direct specificity of mRNA 

processing 

Our data show that expression levels and cellular localization of ELAV/Hu proteins are 

important determinants for selection of target genes. Accordingly, broad over-expression of 

ELAV or other RNA binding proteins is lethal or results in developmental defects likely due to 

global mis-regulation of mRNA processing (33, 34). Functional significance of tissue-

specifically increased concentrations for alternative splicing has been shown for a number of 
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RNA regulatory proteins (14, 44, 69). Also, quantitative variations of SR proteins and 

antagonistic hnRNP proteins have been shown to affect selection of alternative splice sites (7, 9). 

Importance in the control of expression of ELAV family proteins is further indicated by the 

complexity of their genes in Drosophila. They are about 10-15 times bigger than the average 

Drosophila gene, have several promoters and most prominently, have unusually long 3’UTRs 

(21, 50). Complex transcriptional control and extended UTRs are also found in Hu genes 

suggesting that elaborate regulation of expression of ELAV/Hu genes is a key features to exert 

their functions (6).  

In addition, ELAV/Hu proteins have also been found to cross-regulate each other. ELAV 

controls 3’UTR extension by suppression of 3’end processing at proximal polyA sites in its own 

gene, but also in fne and Rbp9 (20, 60). Cross-regulation is also found in HuD, where Hu 

proteins regulate inclusion of an alternatively spliced exon (70). Furthermore, RBP9 and Sxl are 

required for translational repression of msl-2 to prevent dosage compensation of the X 

chromosome in female embryos revealing an ancient relationship between the two proteins. 

Intriguingly, in flies more distantly related to Drosophila such as the housefly Musca, Sxl is a 

neuronal protein, but is not required for sex determination and dosage compensation (3, 49). 

ELAV/Hu RBPs have both nuclear and cytoplasmic functions in mRNA processing. Hence, 

differential sub-cellular localization e.g. by phosphorylation provides an additional level to 

regulate target selection (4). ELAV localizes predominantly to the nucleus and nuclear 

localization is required for viability (72), while RBP9 is predominantly cytoplasmic and FNE 

about equally distributed between the nucleus and cytoplasm. Given the pre-dominant 

localization of RBP9 to the cytoplasm, its capacity to regulate splicing in the nucleus is 
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unexpected, but could be explained by shuttling between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, which 

has been described for human Hu proteins (Fan and Steitz, 1998).  

 

Distinct roles of Drosophila ELAV proteins in neuronal development and function, but 

convergence in synaptic plasticity 

Mutants in the genes coding for ELAV family RBPs in Drosophila exert mostly distinct 

phenotypes in nervous system development, maintenance and function, but all of them show 

synaptic growth defects. Except for fne and Rbp9 in synaptic growth regulation, no genetic 

interactions were detected leading to more severe developmental phenotypes. Double mutants for 

fne; Rbp9 have less synaptic boutons than individual mutants, which is exactly what we would 

expect if they have overlapping functions. Since fne and Rbp9 did not genetically interact with 

elav, they seem to act independently of elav in synaptic growth regulation. Further, the 

overlapping roles of fne and Rbp9 seem specific to the regulation of synaptic growth, since 

locomotion and life span phenotypes, which assess neuronal function more broadly, were similar 

in single and double mutants.  

Although elav fne; Rbp9 triple mutants die as embryos and elav fne and elav; Rbp9 double 

mutants as late larvae, no genetic interactions were observed for any developmental phenotype. 

The lethality of these mutant combinations is likely due to the general weakness of elav mutants. 

Determination of the target genes of Drosophila ELAV family RBPs in the future will reveal, if 

they have overlapping roles in regulating neuronal function more broadly. 
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ELAV/Hu protein regulated mRNA processing plays a major role in synaptic plasticity 

Although ELAV in Drosophila is expressed as soon as neurons are born, it is mostly not required 

for neuronal development with the exception of a minor role in axonal wiring. The severe 

locomotion defects, including ataxia, of elav mutants suggest that ELAV is required in neurons 

for proper function or refining neuronal connections. Indeed, the major target of ELAV, erect 

wing (ewg), regulates the number of synaptic connections made (18, 19). Essential roles in 

neuronal function have been found in HuC mutant mice. Here, synthesis of the neurotransmitter 

glutamate is affected, resulting in reduced neuronal excitability and impaired motor function 

(23). In contrast, HuD mutant mice have transient developmental defects in the cerebellum, 

reduced locomotion activity and learning defects (1). Most intriguingly, however, HuC; HuD 

double mutants have a much more severe neurological phenotype and die soon after birth 

suggesting overlapping functions (23). This is further supported by shared sets of target genes of 

HuC and HuD affecting glutamate synthesis and genes coding for synaptic proteins. Similar 

observations have also been made for highly related NOVA1 and 2 in mice, which share an 

extended set of target genes involved in synaptic functions (67). 

Our analysis of mutants in Drosophila ELAV family proteins revealed a major role of these 

RBPs in regulating synaptic growth. The role of ELAV family RBPs in structural synaptic 

plasticity is reminiscent of regulating higher order brain functions, e.g. learning and memory. In 

accordance, HuD is up-regulated upon learning in mice and also regulates GAP43 mRNA 

required for learning and memory (42). It is thus conceivable that a major role of ELAV/Hu 

proteins is in altering neuronal plasticity, whereby different ELAV proteins are used to integrate 

multiple signals to regulate an overlapping set of target genes.  
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A model for regulating gene expression by highly related RNA binding proteins 

The limited number of genes in higher eukaryotes requires elaborate regulatory networks to 

generate molecular, cellular and functional complexity. A key feature of such regulatory 

networks is the integration of multiple signals to generate a gene expression output as e.g. shown 

for the regulation of synaptic growth in Drosophila (18, 19). It is conceivable, that highly related 

RBPs can regulate the same genes via overlapping or identical binding sites. Differential control 

in regulating the concentrations, activity to bind RNA and cellular localization then serves to 

integrate cellular status via distinct signaling pathways (Fig 8). An alternative route to bind target 

genes has been suggested through recruitment at the promoter and deposition by elongating RNA 

PolII (29). Our data from using heterologous promoters for expressing of ewg and nrg reporters, 

however, argue against this possibility for these genes, but might affect are minority of large 

genes (17, 40, 65). 

In summary, our results demonstrate that ELAV/Hu proteins can exert overlapping functions due 

to their conserved recognition of highly similar RNA sequences. Their target specificity, 

however, is tuned by regulating cellular concentration and localization. Increased levels of RNA 

binding proteins, including ELAV/Hu proteins have been found in many cancers illustrating the 

importance for tight control (9, 10, 13). Thus, alterations of the expression levels, activity or 

cellular localization of ELAV/Hu proteins has major implications for human health. 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. Mutants of Drosophila ELAV family RBPs display distinct phenotypes, but converge 

in the regulation of synaptic growth. 

(A-D) Axonal projections in control (A), elav (B, elave5/Y), elav fne (C, elave5 fne∆/Y) and elav 

fne Rbp9 (D, elave5 fne∆/Y; Rbp9P2690) embryos stained with Mab BP102. Arrowheads in B-D 

indicated projection defects and/or irregular positioning of neuromeres. The scale bar in A is 25 

µm.  

(E-L) Neuromuscular junctions at muscle 13 of control (E), elav (F, elave5/elavts1), fne (G, 

fne∆/Df(1)ED7165), Rbp9 (H, Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206), elav fne (I, elave5 fne∆// elavts1 fne∆), 

elav; RBP9 (J, elave5/elavts1; Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) and fne; Rbp9 (K, fne∆/Df(1)ED7165; 

Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) third instar larvae stained with anti-HRP and quantification of type 1b 

boutons (L, n=15-30). The scale bar in E is 25 µm. elave5/elavts1 mutants were raised at the 

permissive temperature during embryogenesis. Statistically significant differences compared to 

the control are indicated by stars (** p<0.01 and *** p<0.001). 

(M-Q) Mushroom bodies of control (M), elav (N, elave5/elavts1, raised at the permissive 

temperature during embryogenesis), fne (O, fne∆/Df(1)ED7165), Rbp9 (P, 

Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) and fne; Rbp9 (Q, fne∆/Df(1)ED7165; Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) adult 

flies stained with anti-Fas2. Arrowheads in O and Q indicated fused beta lobes. The scale bar in 

M is 25 µm.  

(R-V) Photoreceptors of control (R), elav (S, elave5 whole eye clone), fne (T, fne∆/Df(1)ED7165), 

Rbp9 (U, Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) and fne RBP9 (V, fne∆/Df(1)ED7165; 
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Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) adult flies from paraffin sections visualized by auto-fluorescence. The 

scale bar in R is 5 µm.  

(W-AB) Horizontal paraffin sections of adult heads from control (W), fne (X, 

fne∆/Df(1)ED7165), Rbp9 (Y, Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) and fne; Rbp9 (Z, fne∆/Df(1)ED7165; 

Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) 40 d old adult flies and from elav (elave5/elavts1, raised at the permissive 

temperature during embryogenesis) 1 d (AA) and 7 d (AB) old adult flies visualized by auto-

fluorescence. Arrowheads in Z, AA and AB indicated vacuolization, and the star in AA and AB 

indicates the non-rotated medulla. The scale bar in W is 50 µm. 

(AC) Longevity of control, elav (elave5/elavts1, raised at the permissive temperature during 

embryogenesis), fne (fne∆/Df(1)ED7165), Rbp9 (Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) and fne; Rbp9 

(fne∆/Df(1)ED7165; Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) is shown as mean from 3 replicates (20 flies each) 

with the standard error. 

(AD) Negative geotaxis of 1 d, 10 d and 20 d old elav (elave5/elavts1, raised at the permissive 

temperature during embryogenesis), fne (fne∆/Df(1)ED7165), Rbp9 (Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) and 

fne; Rbp9 (fne∆/Df(1)ED7165; Rbp9P2690/Df(2L)ED206) adult flies are shown as mean from 3 

experiments with the standard error normalized to the performance of control flies (set to 100%). 

Statistically significant differences of comparisons to control flies are indicated by stars above 

the column or within genotype with brackets (*** p<0.001). 

 

Figure 2. Loss of FNE and RBP9 does not affect alternative splicing of ELAV target genes erect 

wing, neuroglian and armadillo. 

(A) Analysis of neuronal alternative splicing in the ewg, nrg and arm genes in fne; Rbp9 double 

mutants by RT-PCR. n: neuronal isoform, c: canonical isoform. 
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(B) Schematic of the ELAV responsive nrg GFP reporter UNGA.  

(C-E). Alternative splicing of nrg from the UNGA reporter visualized by ant-GFP staining is not 

affected in photoreceptor neurons of fne; Rbp9 mutants, but dramatically reduced in elavedr 

mutants. The scale bar is 50 µm. 

(F-I) Alternative splicing of nrg from the UNGA reporter is not affected in neurons of the 3rd 

instar larval or adult brain in fne; Rbp9 mutants visualized with anti-GFP staining (top row) and 

compared to anti-ELAV staining (middle and bottom row). Note the complete overlap between 

ELAV expression and GFP from the spliced UNGA reporter in fne; Rbp9 mutants (bottom row 

F-I). The scale bars are 100 µm. 

 

Figure 3. Binding of recombinant ELAV/Hu family RBPs to RNA of the ELAV target ewg.  

(A) SDS-polyacrylamide gel showing Commassie blue stained recombinant ELAV family RBPs 

used for binding assays. For each of the recombinant proteins, 0.5 µg, 1 µg and 2 µg were 

loaded. Marker proteins were bovine serum albumin (66 kDa), ovalbumin (45 kDa) and carbonic 

anhydrase (30 kDa). A bacterial protein co-purifying with rFNA is indicated by a star in lanes 7-

9. 

(B) EMSA gel with RNA from the ELAV binding site in ewg (pA2-I). Uniformly 32P-labeled 

RNAs (100 pM) were incubated with recombinant proteins (2 nM, 8 nM, 32 nM, 125 nM, 500 

nM) and separated on 4% native polyacrylamide gels. 

(C) Graphic representation of EMSA data. The percent of bound RNA (input RNA-unbound 

RNA/input RNA x 100) is plotted against the concentration of recombinant proteins (in M) 

presented as log.  
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Figure 4. Elevated levels of FNE, RBP9 and HuR can regulate alternative splicing of ELAV 

targets. 

(A) Expression of HA-tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR from UAS containing transgenes in 

adults with nsybGAL4 by Western blot detection with anti-ELAV antibodies.  

(B) Neuronal alternative splicing of ELAV targets ewg intron 6 from exon H to J, nrg and arm 

induced by expression of HA-tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR from UAS containing 

transgenes in wing discs with dppGAL4 assessed by RT-PCR. c: canonical, n: neuronal 

(C-I) Neuronal alternative splicing of the nrg GFP reporter UNGA upon expression of HA-

tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR from UAS containing transgenes in wing discs with 

dppGAL4. The upper row in D-G shows staining with anti-GFP, the middle row staining with 

anti-HA and the lower row merged pictures. Due to temporally regulated expression of dppGAL4 

and because expression of ELAV proteins preceeds GFP expression, signals of ELAV proteins 

and GFP do not entirely overlap. Note that the distantly related polyU binding protein Hfp (H) 

and the SR protein B52 (I) do not induce UNGA splicing. The scale bar in I is 150 µm. 

(J-M) Cellular localization of HA-tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR from UAS containing 

transgenes in wing discs with dppGAL4. The upper row shows staining with anti-HA, the middle 

row nuclei stained with DAPI and the lower row merged pictures. The scale bar in M is 10 µm. 

(N-S) Neuronal alternative splicing of the nrg GFP reporter UNGA upon expression of HA-

tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR from UAS containing transgenes in wing discs with 

dppGAL4 in the presence of temperature-sensitive inhibitor of GAL4, GAL80ts, expressed from a 

UAS transgene at 18ºC (N), 25ºC (O and Q-S) and 29ºC (P). The upper row in N-P shows 

staining with anti-GFP, the middle row staining with anti-HA and the lower row in N-P and in 

Q-S merged pictures. The scale bar in S is 150 µm. 
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(T) Quantification of UNGA-splicing shown as means with the standard error from five wing 

discs. 

 

Figure 5. Rescue of eye development by ELAV/Hu family RBPs in elav mutant eyes 

(A) Schematic of the eFVGU elav rescue construct. FRT mediated recombination results in loss 

of elav and GAL4 expression under the elav promoter. 

(B-D) Eye and eye discs of elave5 eFVGU; eyflp males. Neurons in C and D are stained with 

anti-ELAV and MAb 24B10, respectively. 

(E-J) Eyes of wild type and elave5 eFVGU; eyflp males expressing ELAV/Hu family RBPs or Sxl 

from UAS transgenes. 

(K) Quantification of the eye size (in µm2) shown in B and E-J. Statistically significant rescue 

compared to the absence of a UAS transgene is indicated by stars (*** p<0.001). 

 

Figure 6. FNE, RBP9 and HuR can replace neuronal ELAV function under the control of the 

elav gene. 

(A) Schematic of the elav rescue construct elavHAELAV. 

(B) Expression of HA-tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 and HuR under the control of the elav gene in 

adult flies by Western blot detection with anti-HA antibodies. In lane two, HAELAV has a larger 

size due to the presence of the HA-tag.  

(C) Rescue of adult viability of strong hypomorph elavts1 by expression of HA-tagged ELAV, 

FNE, RBP9, HuR and NLSRBP9 under the control of the elav gene. n=200-400.  

(D) Rescue of synaptic growth in elave5/elavts1 by expression of HA-tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9 

and HuR under the control of the elav gene raised at the permissive temperature during 
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embryonic development is shown as mean with the standard error of type 1b boutons at muscle 

13 (n=15-28). 

(E-S) Cellular localization of HA-tagged ELAV, FNE, RBP9, HuR and NLSRBP9 under the 

control of the elav gene in larval ventral nerve cord midline neurons. The left column shows 

staining with anti-HA, the middle column nuclei stained with DAPI or anti-ELAV and the right 

column merged pictures. Arrow heads in Q and R point towards neurons, where NLSHARBP9 is 

predominantly nuclear, while ELAV becomes cytoplasmic. The scale bar in P is 10 µm. 

 

Figure 7. Sxl induced alternative splicing of ELAV target nrg and interference ELAV family 

RBPs with sexual differentiation and dosage compensation. 

(A-C) Neuronal alternative splicing of the nrg GFP reporter UNGA in control wing discs and 

upon expression of UASHAELAV or UASSxl with dppGAL4 stained with anti-GFP antibodies. 

The scale bar in C is 150 µm. 

(D-I) Expression of ELAV with dsxGAL4 inhibits sexual differentiation of male genitals (side 

and back view in D, E and in F, G) and sex combs (H and I). Scale bars in E and G are 100 µm, 

and in I 50 µm. 

(J) Viability of males from neuronal over-expression of UAS transgenes with elavGAL4C155 

shown as percentage relative to females from the same cross. Total number of flies is shown in 

brackets. 

(K) Viability of females from crosses of mutants in ELAV family proteins with Sxl7B0 null males 

shown as percentage relative to balancer carrying females (elav) or to males (fne and Rbp9) from 

the same cross. Total number of flies is shown in brackets. 
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Figure 8. Model for target selectivity and functional diversification of ELAV/Hu family RBPs. 

Circles represent the complement of targets for ELAV, FNE and RBP9, and overlapping areas 

indicate shared targets. Main determinants of target selectivity are concentration, binding activity 

and sub-cellular localization. 
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Concentration and localization of co-expressed ELAV/Hu proteins control 

specificity of mRNA processing  

 
EMANUELA ZAHARIEVA, IRMGARD U. HAUSSMANN, ULRIKE BRÄUER AND 

MATTHIAS SOLLER 

 

Supplemental table and figure legends 

 

Table S1. Sequence identity (similarity) in RRM1-3 among Drosophila ELAV RBPs and 

compared to human Hu RBPs and Sex lethal (Sxl). 

 

Figure S1. ELAV, FNE and RBP9 are co-expressed in neurons. 

(A and B) Expression of FNE in adult brains of trangenes harboring an HA-epitope-tagged 

genomic construct stained with anti-HA antibodies (top row) in the absence of endogenous FNE 

and ELAV stained with anti-ELAV antibodies (middle row). Note that expression of FNE 

completely overlaps with ELAV (bottom row), but that FNE localizes to both nucleus and 

cytoplasm, while ELAV is mostly nuclear. Scale bars are 100 µm in A and 30 µm in B. 

(C and D) Expression of RBP9 in adult brains of trangenes harboring an myc-epitope-tagged 

genomic construct stained with anti-myc antibodies (top row) in the absence of endogenous 

RBP9 and ELAV stained with anti-ELAV antibodies (middle row). Note that expression of 

RBP9 completely overlaps with ELAV (bottom row), but that RBP9 localizes to the cytoplasm, 

while ELAV is mostly nuclear. Scale bars are 100 µm in A and 30 µm in B. 

 

Figure S2. Generation of an fne null allele. 
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(A) Genomic organization of the fne locus. A deletion of the fne coding region was obtained by 

flipase mediated recombination of the FRT sites contained within PBac transposons. 

(B) Genomic PCR amplifying the 5’ (top) and 3’(middle) flanking region and RT-PCR (bottom) 

of parental transposons and two identical deletion lines. 

 

Figure S3. Loss of FNE or RBP9 does not affect alternative splicing of nrg from the UNGA 

reporter.  

(A-D). Alternative splicing of nrg from the UNGA reporter is not affected in photoreceptor 

neurons of fne or Rbp9 mutants stained with anti-GFP antibodies, but dramatically reduced in 

elavedr mutants. The scale bar is 50 µm. 

(E-G) Alternative splicing of nrg from the UNGA reporter is not affected in neurons of the 3rd 

instar larval brain in fne or Rbp9 mutants visualized by GFP expression. The scale bars are 100 

µm. 

 

Figure S4. Expression and regulation of the UNGA reporter by Hu RBPs.  

(A-O) HA-tagged ELAV and Hu proteins were expressed from UAS constructs in wing discs 

using dppGAL4 in the presence of the nrg alternative splicing reporter UNGA and stained with 

anti-GFP antibodies and anti-HA antibodies. Note that HuD could not be detected although its 

expression results in lethality when expressed with elavGAL4C155. The scale bar in O is 150 µm. 

(P) Quantification of UNGA splicing showing means with the standard error from 4 wing discs.  

 

Figure S5. Expression of elav, fne and Rbp9 during development and in adults determined by 

RNAseq from flybase. Sexually dimorphic expression in adults is shown by dashed lines. 



Supplemental Table S1
RRM1

ELAV FNE RBP9

ELAV     - 81(93) 78(89)

FNE     -       -  80(90)

HuR 77(88) 81(90) 78(86)

HuB 73(90) 81(91) 78(89)

HuC 69(85) 73(86) 73(84)

HuD 75(89) 82(90) 80(87)

Sxl 49(74) 51(73) 49(73)

RRM2
ELAV FNE RBP9

ELAV     - 63(76) 66(80)

FNE     -       -  82(90)

HuR 52(70) 63(77) 64(76)

HuB 61(73) 66(82) 73(82)

HuC 58(72) 67(84) 69(81)

HuD 63(75) 66(82) 73(82)

Sxl 41(64) 41(64) 41(65)

RRM3
ELAV FNE RBP9

ELAV     - 75(90) 72(90)

FNE     -       -  80(98)

HuR 63(84) 71(86) 73(86)

HuB 67(86) 80(90) 78(89)

HuC 67(86) 78(86) 76(86)

HuD 69(89) 80(90) 80(90)
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